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Abstract: This paper presents an energy-efficient low power 10-b 8-MS/s asynchronous successive
approximation register (SAR) analog-to-digital (ADC) converter. An inverted common-mode charge
recovery technique is proposed to reduce the switching energy and to improve the linearity of the
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The proposed switching technique consumes only 149 CVREF

2

switching energy for the 10-bit case. A rail-to-rail dynamic latch comparator is implemented
with adaptive power control for better power efficiency. Additionally, to optimize the power
consumption and performance of the logic part, a modified asynchronous type SAR control logic
with digitally controllable delay cells is adopted. An on-chip reference voltage generator is also
designed with an ADC core for practical use. The structure is realized using 55-nm complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) process technology. The proposed architecture achieves an
effective number of bits (ENOB) of 9.56 bits and a signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) level of
59.3 dB with a sampling rate of 8 MS/s at measurement level. The whole architecture consumes only
572 µW power when a power supply of 1 V is applied.

Keywords: successive approximation register (SAR) ADC; asynchronous logic; capacitive DAC
(CDAC); adaptive power control (APC); low power consumption

1. Introduction

Successive approximation register (SAR) analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) have emerged as the
best option for meeting the requirement of low power consumption, high speed, and medium resolution
among different ADC architectures. Excellent power efficiency and reduced analog complexity make
SAR ADCs the best choice for low power applications [1–4]. Effective number of bits (ENOB),
power consumption, and conversion speed along with other parameters measure the performance of
ADCs. With complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technologies entering the submicron
domain, the transistor sizing has been downscaled to a few nanometers [5–9]. For low power and
medium conversion speed, the SAR type ADC is among the best available choices as in its operation,
full conversion is divided into several comparison phases by using only one comparator [10].

The SAR control logic uses the binary search algorithm, performs the analog-to-digital conversion
process over multiple clock cycles by going through all possible bits, and determines the next bit
based on the information of the previous bit. In a conventional synchronous SAR ADC, the sampling
process and all conversion steps are done according to an external clock. Therefore, it needs at least
(N + 1) number of clock cycles to complete its operation and produce the output for an N bit ADC.
Hence, it needs (N + 1) times faster clock frequency than its sampling rate, which makes its operation
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non-viable for higher speed. Back-to-back execution with internally generated control signals makes
asynchronous SAR ADC much faster than synchronous SAR ADC [11]. To reduce the switching energy
and area of a capacitive digital-to-analog converter (DAC), many capacitor-switching schemes have
been presented in the literature [12–16]. Although these switching schemes have achieved good results,
there are still improvements to be addressed regarding enhanced linearity and parasitic effects.

This work aims to provide an architecture in which several techniques and strategies are used
to optimize the power efficiency, area, and speed. An inverted common-mode charge recovery
(ICMCR) switching technique is implemented to decrease the switching energy from the capacitive
DAC. The proposed switching technique consumes only 149 CVREF

2 switching energy for the 10-bit
case. An adaptive power control (APC) circuit is employed with a modified rail-to-rail dynamic latch
comparator, which controls the comparator’s operation and reduces its active time and, hence, results
in reduction in overall power consumption. An asynchronous SAR logic with controllable delays
is introduced for a faster and less power-consuming operation. Additionally, an on-chip reference
voltage generator is implemented to avoid off-chip power hungry references complexity. This paper
focuses on reduction in power consumption and the optimization of area and speed of SAR ADC.

In Section 2, we discuss the main architecture for asynchronous SAR ADC. Section 3 explains
sub-blocks of the ADC including circuit design implementation of the capacitive DAC, rail-to-rail
dynamic latch comparator with APC control, and asynchronous dynamic logic with the loop delay
technique for the power-efficient implementation of digital logic. The on-chip reference voltage
generator is presented in Section 4, and simulation/measurement results are discussed in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The Proposed ADC Architecture

The proposed prototype of 10-bit SAR ADC is composed of a reference voltage generator and ADC
core consisting of a capacitive DAC part, a dynamic latch comparator with APC, and asynchronous
SAR logic, as shown in Figure 1. Unlike the synchronous SAR ADC, only 8 MHz clock frequency
is applied to achieve a sampling rate of 8 MS/s. A typical asynchronous SAR control has a fixed
delay for each comparison, which leads to wasted time during the comparison process. This time
can be adjusted, as the most significant bit (MSB) capacitor requires longer settling as compared to
the least significant bit (LSB) capacitor. For this purpose, digitally controlled delays are introduced
to control the conversion time of each bit. An inverted common-mode charge recovery (ICMCR)
technique is proposed to reduce the switching energy from the capacitive DAC. This improves the
linearity of the capacitive DAC by reducing the effect of parasitic capacitances. The proposed switching
technique consumes only 149 CVREF

2 switching energy for the 10-bit case. A 0.5 fF custom-designed
metal–oxide–metal unit capacitor is designed to be used in the capacitive DAC to optimize the area
and current consumption. Moreover, an APC circuit is added to the comparator, which turns off the
comparator when the comparison is made.
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Figure 1. Proposed asynchronous successive approximation register (SAR) analog-to-digital
(ADC) architecture.
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3. Circuit Implementation

3.1. Capacitive DAC

Among non-calibrated capacitive DAC switching techniques, the common-mode based charge
recovery (CMCR) technique has proven to be one the most energy-efficient techniques [12]. The CMCR
scheme provides one more bit resolution as compared to the other schemes by requiring half of the
total capacitance of the other schemes. In this technique, a fixed common-mode voltage leads to
the simplification of the comparator’s design, resulting in improved linearity. An optimized use of
common-mode level during the conversion process in presented in [16]. However, CMCR shows
sensitivity to the parasitic capacitance because during the conversion process, the voltage on the top
plate does not return to the same voltage from which it began. To overcome this issue of sensitivity
to parasitic capacitances without any energy trade-off, an inverted common-mode charge recovery
(ICMCR) technique is implemented. For the explanation of the proposed algorithm, a 3-bit example is
shown in Figure 2. The key idea is to invert the sampling, by sampling VCM on the top plates and the
inputs on the bottom plates of the capacitive DAC, then both inputs VIP and VIN are disconnected
from the capacitive DAC and for the first comparison, VCM is applied to the bottom plates of the
capacitive DAC. Without costing additional energy, the ICMCR technique ensures that the voltages on
the top plates of the capacitive DAC begin and end at the same voltage, VCM, thereby eliminating the
sensitivity to parasitic capacitances on that node as well as the signal dependence of charge injection.
The current code and the previous code together determine the energy required for each conversion.
In this case, the energy per code is EVREF = CVREF

2 / 2, where C is the unit capacitor used for LSB, and
the other capacitors from LSB to MSB are multiples of C. The energy consumption in the proposed
ICMCR scheme is proportional to (C × VREF

2 / 2), and it consumes only 149 CVREF
2 switching energy

for the 10-bit case.Electronics 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 13 
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Figure 2. Switching sequence of 3-bit capacitive digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
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3.2. Rail-to-Rail Dynamic Latch Comparator with APC

The architecture of the proposed rail-to-rail dynamic latch comparator with the APC topology,
which uses two exclusive OR (XOR), is depicted in Figure 3. Transistors M1, M2, M3, M4, M6, M7, M8,
and M9 make the preamplifier, and the transistors M13, M16, M19, and M20 make the dynamic latch
in the second stage. Transistors M3, M4, M6, and M7 make the input differential amplifier architecture
for the rail-to-rail input range.
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Figure 3. Schematic of rail-to-rail dynamic latch comparator and adaptive power control (APC).

To ensure that there is no static current in the reset phase, the clock (CLK) is zero; the transistors
M17, M18, M5, and M12 turn off; and the transistors M14 and M15 turn on. In the evaluation phase,
CLK is one; the transistors M14 and M15 turn off; and transistors M17, M18, M5, and M12 turn
on. In the beginning of the evaluation phase, the differential input pair and the latch stage are in
conduction mode. For the regenerative dynamic latch stage, differential input voltage is transformed
into the identical differential current. Strong positive feedback of the latch helps to regenerate the small
differential input voltage into a full swing output voltage. When the evaluation phase is completed,
the output stimulates the adaptive power control block, and when CLK is 0, output nodes OUTP and
OUTN go to the power source voltage (VDD) by reset transistors M14 and M15. As a consequence,
the output of the first XOR gate is 0. The output of the second XOR gate comes after the input CLK.
APC signal changes to high logic level, when CLK goes from zero to one. When APC signal is high,
the preamplifier turns on. After the evaluation is completed, one of the output nodes goes to VDD and
the other node goes to ground, and the output of XOR becomes high. After this, the APC signal turns
into low logic state because both the input terminals of the second XOR are high. Once the APC signal
becomes low, it turns off the DC supply of the preamplifier.

3.3. Asynchronous SAR Logic with Digital Control Delays

In the proposed architecture, an asynchronous controller is used in SAR logic to optimize the
power consumed by the logic part. Asynchronous SAR logic minimizes the power consumption by
eradicating the necessity of high speed clock generation. Instead, it generates the control signals
internally, which do not need global synchronization for every bit cycle. Additionally, a modified
asynchronous type control logic is adopted to digitally control the delay between DAC switching and
the comparator’s operation. Unlike the synchronous logic, it does not need a fixed delay for each cycle
but a different controllable delay for each bit cycle from LSB to MSB.
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In current dynamic logic, the combinational logics used in the digital control part are implemented
by using the transistors to reduce the complexity. Asynchronous control is composed of a main control
block and a DAC control with an asynchronous clock generator. The timing diagram of logic is shown
in Figure 4. Once the clock (CLK) goes high, the comparator starts the comparison process based on
the comparator clock (CCLK) generated by the DAC control with the asynchronous clock generator
block. When the comparison for LSB is made, the loop resets the comparator and an end of conversion
(EOC) signal is generated. Main control with the DAC delay circuit is shown in Figure 5, which
can be externally controlled by digital signal A<1:0>. Dynamic logic implementation is carried out
to minimize the complexity of the circuit and power consumption of the logic block, as the same
functionality can be achieved with fewer transistors than the complementary logic [17]. DAC control
of SAR logic is shown in Figure 6a.
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The loop delay circuit has a property that is divided into the comparator reset path and DAC
settling path based upon the COMP_B. These two operations can use both slow and fast signal flow.
Nevertheless, the delay cell’s internal node can be in an undesired state when the delay cell input
has a low state, because the input of the delay cell may change before the internal logical states have
been entirely propagated by earlier high state inputs. Reset switches added to avert these unsettled
states in the presented delay cell are shown in Figure 6b. When the reset path of the comparator is
activated, reset switches swiftly reset the internal nodes of the delay cell. A 3-bit digital input controls
the delay cell, and eight switches and resistors are used in the presented delay cell. A larger resistance,
to increase the minimum delay, replaces R, representing the first passive resistance. To prevent the
glitch caused by the supply oscillation, a Schmitt trigger is used at the output stage [18].

4. Reference Voltage Generator

In most ADCs, the stability of the reference voltages plays a major role in the resolution. In this
regard, reference voltages should be a fixed value regardless of the process, voltage, and temperature
(PVT) variation. The reference generator provides the following voltages: VREFB of 0.2 V, VCM of 0.5 V,
and VREFT of 0.8 V. Moreover, trimming is added in the reference voltage generator to compensate
for the difference in the results and voltage mismatch. VREFT can be trimmed to between 0.65 V
and 0.8 V, VREFB can be trimmed to between 0.2 V and 0.35 V, and VCM can be varied from 0.425 V
to 0.575 V. The architecture of reference voltage generator is shown in Figure 7. Band-gap reference
voltage (VBGR) has been used as the input of the reference voltage generator, and to compensate for
the variations and mismatch, trimming controls have been added for each reference voltage.
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Figure 7. Architecture of the reference voltage generator.

To reduce the overall cost, size, and power consumption, on-chip reference voltage buffers are
preferred in system–on–chip (SoC) design. To achieve fast settling, a buffer with very low output
resistance is required. The schematic of the reference voltage buffers used in the current design is
shown in Figure 8. There is a two-stage structure followed by two source-follower (SF) stages with
nodes FB and REF. One replica SF stage separates the FB node from the capacitive load as well as
provides a feedback loop, ensuring stability. On the other hand, the open loop settling from the other
replica SF stage ensures faster operation. In the conventional two-stage structure, Miller compensation
with a larger trans-conductance is required in the second stage, which increases the power consumption.
Additionally, a resistor is used to avoid the degradation in the phase margin. To overcome these issues,
an indirect method of compensation has been adopted using split-length devices [19].
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5. Simulation and Measurement Results

5.1. Simulation Results

Figure 9 depicts the capacitive DAC outputs (OUTP and OUTN) settling for maximum and
minimum values of input signals according to the clock signal. Based on the asynchronous SAR logic,
when the conversion cycle is completed it generates an end of conversion (EOC) signal.
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Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the reference voltage generator. The required reference
voltages VREFT, VCM, and VREFB for ADC core operation are 0.8 V, 0.5 V, and 0.2 V, respectively.
For each voltage level, trimming is added to achieve an optimum performance level. VREFT trimming
provides 0.65–0.8 V, VCM can be controlled between 0.425 V and 0.575 V, and VREFB from 0.2 V to
0.35 V can be achieved through control trim bits.
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Figure 11 shows the Monte Carlo simulation of the reference voltage generator. In the proposed
architecture, an on-chip reference voltage generator is used with a standard deviation of reference
voltage that is less than 1 LSB. The ADC core is designed to receive a reference voltage of 0.8 V, 0.5 V,
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and 0.2 V, respectively. When switching from initial input sampling interval to redistribution mode,
the DAC voltage will vary up to 0.3 V, then the ADC core MSB decision time is divided so that settling
time can be sufficient for switching.
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5.2. Measurement Results

The presented structure is fabricated and tested with 55-nm CMOS technology. Figure 12 shows
the measured dynamic performance of ADC at different frequencies. It achieves an ENOB of 9.56 bits
at the sampling frequency of 8 MS/s and an input range with a peak-to-peak value of 600 mV. Figure 13
shows the differential non-linearity (DNL) and integral non-linearity (INL) results to represent the
static performance of ADC, which are 0.4 to −0.2 and 0.5 to −0.6, respectively.
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The measured performance of the presented structure and comparison with other SAR ADC
architectures, [17] and [20–23], are summarized in Table 1. To evaluate the power efficiency, the typical
parameter, Figure of Merit (FOM), is used as:

FOM =
Power

2ENOB × FS
(1)

where FS represents the sampling frequency and Power denotes the power consumption. The proposed
ADC shows a FOM of 94.72 fJ/step. The proposed design shows very good power efficiency as
compared to other 10-bit SAR ADCs.

Table 1. Performance comparison.

Parameter [14] [20] [21] [22] [23] This Work

Process (nm) 90 130 65 180 65 55
Resolution (bit) 10 10 10 8 10 10
Sampling Rate (MS/s) 50 5.5 50 12 20 8
Supply Voltage (V) 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.8 1 1
SNDR (dB) 57.5 58.9 57.4 47.8 54.4 59.3
ENOB (bit) 9.26 9.5 9.25 - - 9.56
DNL (LSB) +0.36/−0.32 0.55 - +0.43/−0.26 +0.43/−0.26 0.4/−0.2
INL (LSB) +0.45/−0.38 0.6 - +0.34/−0.4 +0.34/−0.4 0.5/−0.6
On-chip Ref. No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Power w Ref Gen (mW) - 3.2 20.697 0.92 - 0.572
Power w/o Ref Gen (mW) 0.664 0.2 0.697 - 0.133 0.108
FOM w Ref Gen (fJ/step) - 1000 738 384 - 94.7
FOM w/o Ref Gen (fJ/step) 21.68 100 25 - 17.2 17.8
Active Area (mm2) 0.024 0.750 0.055 0.100 0.074 0.052

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a low power 10-bit asynchronous SAR ADC with an on-chip reference voltage
generator operating at a sampling rate of 8 MS/s. A custom-designed metal–oxide–metal capacitor
with a smaller size has been used as a unit capacitor in the capacitive DAC to minimize the area
and power of the analog part. An inverted common-mode charge recovery technique is proposed
to reduce the switching energy from the capacitive DAC. It consumes only 149 CVREF

2 switching
energy. The proposed switching technique improves the linearity by reducing the effect of parasitic
capacitances. It has an unchanged common-mode voltage level regarding the comparator, which eases
the design of the comparator. Moreover, a modified rail-to-rail dynamic latch comparator with adaptive
power control has been implemented to enable fast operation and good resolution. The comparator’s
operation is controlled by the APC circuit, which results in an improved power efficiency. A modified
asynchronous control logic with scalable delays for each comparison is adopted in the presented ADC.
For practical use support, the top block is designed with a low power reference voltage generator
to drive the ADC core. The ADC is fabricated in a 55-nm CMOS process, and it achieves an FoM
of 94.7 fJ/conv-step. The measurement results show that the proposed circuit achieves an ENOB of
9.56 bits and SNDR of 59.3 dB when operated at 8 MS/s with 1 V supply.
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